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AI & Blockchain
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Blocktogo
Is an Indonesia-based Blockchain 
Solution Company. Founded in 2019, we 
have grown and trusted by leading 
Pr iva te Companies , BUMNs and 
Ministries in Indonesia to consult and 
develop Blockchain-based solutions. 
Beyond crypto currency, Blocktogo brings 
Blockchain functional application to help 
businesses.

What we do
We provide end to end blockchain-based solution. From consulting, integration, to 
development are available. 

Why we are different
We strive to provide a solution that can work technically and economically. With our 
experience helping BUMN and companies integrating with Blockchain technology, we aim 
to lead and revolutionize the web3 industry in Indonesia.

What are our values
We believe in transforming a business to web3 is more than just a technology adoption. It 
requires passion, people, and technology.

ABOUT US
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Our Clients
About Us
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We are a proud member of
About Us
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Blockchain 
Technology in a 
nutshell

Transparent
All of Blockchain transactions can be seen, verify, and trace through the help of 
Blockchain explorer. However, we don’t see any names in those transactions but 
alphanumeric characters that represent account address.

Immutable
One of Blockchain defense mechanism is immutability. It means that any transaction or 
data that has been recorded in Blockchain cannot be tempered even by its creator.

Secure
Decentralization creates a collective effort in securing the network by its participants. 
Furthermore, cryptography implementation in each of its transaction contributes to even a 
more secure network.
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BLOCKCHAIN 
TIMELINE.

2009
Satoshi Nakamoto released 
Bitcoin Whitepaper and thus 
Bitcoin network started as the 
first Usecase of Blockchain 
technology.

2014
Ethereum is founded and 
touted as Blockchain 2.0 with 
its smart contract ability to 
develop DApps.

2020 - Now
The rise and fall of NFTs and 
Metaverse concept in web3.
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ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLEGENCE 
TIMELINE.

1997
Deep Blue wins against chess 
world champion Garry 
Kasparov.

2011
Apple released Siri as 
intelligent speech assistant 
integrated to their iPhone 4s.

2022 - Now
The rise of ChatGPT and other 
generative AI
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LONG STORY 
SHORT.

Blockchain & AI

Blockchain and AI will be the key 
technology for the future of web3. 
These two will be used hand in 
hand to create lot of things to 
enable full decentralizations and 
digital ownerships.

It may go in their respective 
timeline but there will be time 
these two cross paths and create 
something powerful.
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Thank You


